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Agenda
•
•
•
•

What is a typical RFP Process
Why this needs to change
Caltex Case Study
Outline of how requirements were
defined
• Decision-making process
• Lessons learned
• Suggested options

The Typical RFP
•
•
•
•

Outline of the organisation
Outline of current process
What is “in scope” and “out of scope”
Detailed specifications of what is
required
• Customer reference sites
• Legal obligations of respondents
• Proposal template for completion

What is wrong with Typical
• It can become a “wish list” of functions
rather than description of “what needs to
be achieved”
• It often covers “how” – not “outcome”
based. This approach is typical if a system
needs to be built, instructions to designers
not suppliers
• Specifications often come without the
necessary context of organisations culture,
business challenges, vision

About Caltex
• Caltex is Australia’s leading transport fuel supplier
and convenience retailer and the only integrated
oil refining and marketing company listed on the
Australia Securities Exchange.
• Our business value chain incorporates operational
excellence throughout supply, refining, logistics
and marketing

Our energy builds a brighter future

The Caltex Category Management
Process......
The below strategy helps Procurement work with the business to understand their
long term plans and assist in developing strategies that will deliver their needs.

Strategy

Conduct
Relevant
Analysis

Source to Contract

Identify User
Needs

Working with the
business to identify
their needs

Develop
Category
Plan

Strategic
Sourcing
Process

Implement

Testing the market to
select the business
partner to meet the
business needs

Demand Management

Managed
Demand
(P2P)

Manage
Suppliers

Assisting the business to
ensure that the
suppliers deliver what
has been contracted

Think New
• Have an open mind
• Don’t get caught up in the now
• Consider new ways of doing things –
take advantage of BEST PRACTICE
• New technology evolves from a need
to do something better – can offer
better ways of doing things

Considerations
• Give yourself time – due diligence,
new ways, new possibilities
• No harm in letting suppliers know the
selection criteria – suppliers will selfselect
• Define requirements in terms of
outcomes
• Think about the whole process not
just the technology part

Little Nuggets
• Build relationships early
• Know the suppliers SUPPORT team
• Share contracts up front – make clear the must
haves
• Contract negotiation is not about winning – about
the best for both parties, minimizing risk and
holding both parties to account if something goes
wrong
• Ease of use v’s automation
• If the procurement process is painful with the
supplier relationship then chances are its not
going to get much better. Think about deselection

Try something different
• “Look and feel” is just as important as
functionality
• Time is money
• Speed date first – presentations then shortlist
• RFP then only needs to cover those areas where
the presentation was not definitive in key areas

New RFP Content
•
•
•
•
•

Legal requirements of the process
Policies which must be managed
Inputs to the process
Outcomes expected
Key participants in the process and their roles (a
workflow may if appropriate)
• Problems currently being experienced
• “Scoring” criteria

Conclusion
Map Current
Processes

Write Detailed
Specifications

Submit RFP to
the market

Shortlist then
presentations

•Detailed Mapping of Current State
•Detailed Mapped of desired state

Research
Suppliers
•Detailed specifications of ‘how’ process is to be dealt with
•Time consuming detail for both parties that is often not
referred back to

•Suppliers will respond – if they are aware of the RFP, if
the likelihood of success matches the time needed
•Suppliers often treat as the ‘dating period’ – real
negotiations occur at contract times

•Long process of evaluation
•Relationships have not been established

View
presentations

• Broad Outcome based Specifications
• Research possible suppliers
• Offer opportunity to present
• Be transparent about decision
priorities

• Allow suppliers to do the ‘sales pitch’
• Provide overview of what
presentation should cover
• Agree scoring

• Cover ‘total cost of ownership’ –
likely costs in Y2-5 etc
• Obvious functionality seen in all
presentations can be eliminated
Detailed RFP on
‘what’ now ‘how’ • Ask ‘relationship’ type questions

Takeaways
• Sample RFP template
• RFP white paper

